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Executive Summary
The bIoTope project lays the foundation for creating an open innovation ecosystem supporting the Internet
of Things (IoT) by providing a platform that enables companies to easily create new IoT systems and to rapidly
harness available information using advanced Systems-of-Systems (SoS) capabilities for connected smart
objects and easily creating innovative business processes.
Deliverable Scope
This deliverable describes the technical details of the Billing-as-a-Service (BaaS component) implementation
that allows micro-transactions between different entities. This component is intended to be mainly used by
the bIoTope Marketplace / Service Catalogue – also referred as IoTBnB – for providing to its users a way to
sell/pay for IoT data/services. Let us recall that IoTBnB enables users to i) register their O-MI node for indexing
the published IoT data/services and ii) discover/search for IoT data/services. The BaaS component gives the
opportunity to offer to the IoTBnB users a way to monetize their data/services on an API call basis (i.e. the
user will pay for each O-MI/O-DF request). To this end, it is necessary to have a micro-billing functionality in
place to enable fast and secure micro-payments.
The Peer-to-Peer (P2P) philosophy behind the bIoTope project suggests a solution based on a decentralized
crypto-currency to be considered for this. The consortium partners in charge of this aspect of the project have
selected the Bitcoin-based Lightning Network (LN) as a basis for this research because of its scalability
properties (in terms of transaction throughput and latency) and active (open-source) developer support. To
this end, we have built a prototype implementation of this system that is integrated to the bIoTope ecosystem.
Let us note that at this time BaaS will not be applied to real scenarios since i) there is currently no viable
business case in the pilot-cities within the project for the payment of data, ii) current markets are not
predictable on a future usage of cryptocurrencies and iii) the Lightning Network is still not ready for
production-level deployment over Bitcoin. However, as it makes sense from a business perspective and within
the longer-term vision of the bIoTope ecosystem, BaaS is presented as a Proof-of-Concept of the potential of
the technology underlying new micro-payments business models as an integrated, bIoTope IaaS component
(i.e. the bIoTope marketplace, and the ‘Publication and Consumption’ package, also referred as the O-MI
nodes).

Relation to Other Deliverables
This deliverable is a follow-up of D3.4 Safe Micro-Billing Framework for IoT v1 (see [1]). The first version was
a state-of-the art of existing micropayments solutions, whereas this deliverable is an in-depth presentation of
the BaaS component, which uses one of the technologies presented and selected in D3.4. In addition, a Proofof-Concept is detailed: from the search of a specific IoT data/service on the bIoTope marketplace to its payment
and consumption.

Key Achievements
For a better overview, we organize the key achievements and contributions of this deliverable into several
areas, which are outlined in the following table.
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Contribution Area
Integration

Innovation
Technical

Exploitation

Description
As a Proof-of-Concept of the readiness of the technology underlying new micropayments business models, the integration of the BaaS component was conducted
as follows:
• Use of the BaaS as a micro-service in the bIoTope marketplace/ service
catalog (IoTBnB).
• Development of a ‘billing module’ at the IoT gateway level (i.e. the O-MI
node in the bIoTope ecosystem) enabling access to the O-MI/O-DF
resources only if the payment is already done (verification made by the BaaS
based on a token).
The BaaS Proof-of-Concept lays the foundation of new micro-payment business
models.
Implementation/integration of a new component in the bIoTope ecosystem that is
BaaS. This component, relying on Lightning Network implementation, is directly
integrated into unitary bIoTope components (IoTBnB and O-MI nodes).
The component presented in this deliverable is intended to demonstrate the
readiness of the LN technology to be used in new micro-payment business models
for selling IoT data/services. Even if this component is mainly linked to IoTBnB (and
the related O-MI nodes), the BaaS component could in principle be used by
internal and external stakeholders to achieve transactions between entities.
Table 1-1 Key Achievements in micro-billing framework
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1. Introduction
1.1. Context
The bIoTope project’s global objective is to build an Internet of Things (IoT) ecosystem where any entity, be it
an individual or corporation or other, can make available to other entities IoT-data-fueled services that they
produce, and do so regardless of which (typically, cloud) platform the IoT data is hosted on. These services are
also meant to be easily enhanced with properties based, for instance, on the context of the user at the time
of service discovery. The intent is to develop an open environment that fosters co-creation of innovative and
intelligent services, by eliminating interoperability barriers and facilitating service discovery and publication,
thus yielding a truly flexible IoT System-of-Systems (SoS). The overall project organization is depicted in Figure
1-1. This deliverable is a part of Work Package 3 (WP3) “Building a Secure, Open and Standardized SoS Platform
for IoT”.

Figure 1-1: bIoTope WP interaction.

1.2. Objective of WP3
1.2.1. Main objective
The outcome of WP3 is to provide the technological foundation of the bIoTope SoS Platform - dubbed IoTBnB
(for Internet of Things puBlication and Billing) - for publication and consumption of IoT resources, through use
of the O-MI and O-DF standards (see [2]). Among other things, WP3 is to develop a fair and secure billing
framework, within or alongside the platform, to enable financial incentives for this information and service
exchange to take place. In D3.4 Safe micro-billing framework for IoT (M12) [1], we detailed how we selected
a system topology and underlying payment technology that fit the bIoTope ecosystem requirements. The main
requirements being that the system should be decentralized and support micropayments prompted us to
survey scalability research in decentralized cryptocurrencies, which ultimately led us to selecting the Lightning
Network (LN) as a good candidate to build a prototype with. The present deliverable reports on the ongoing
integration efforts of this prototype to the IoTBnB platform.
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1.2.2. Note on what the BaaS is not
We stress that the billing framework just described is not to be confused with payment systems that may
already be in place to handle goods and services downstream of IoTBnB. For instance, suppose IoTBnB allows
the discovery of an electrical car charging space. The discovery that this space exists is certainly freely available
on IoTBnB. The information of whether or not it is currently occupied may be free. If this latter data is not free,
it falls under the scope of the IoTBnB billing system. However, regardless of this, once one is at the charging
station, the system is not to be used to pay for the actual charging of the vehicle. The pre-booking of a good is
also itself a downstream service, and as such is not covered by the system.

1.3. Goal of D3.8 (follow-up to D3.4)
D3.8 describes the current state of the billing system. The goal at the end of the project is to have a Proof-ofConcept (PoC) prototype of the system integrated to IoTBnB. This would be a significant outcome as it is a step
in the direction of validating IoTBnB as an important use-case for micro-billing. (It is also worth mentioning
that it would be an interesting use-case for the Lightning Network technology.) It implies however that, at
least at bootstrapping time, IoTBnB will have data available for free. (Recall that IoTBnB will always make the
existence of a data source discoverable free of charge, once the owner of that data source has chosen to
advertise it on the platform. The actual data, or API call, is what the user may choose to monetize via the
platform. For more information, see paragraph 3.2.4 of [3] and 2.3 of [4].) For an illustrative scenario involving
environmental data, see Paragraph 1.3 of [1].

1.4. Structure of the document
Chapter 2 is an overview of the Lightning Network (LN) and how we envisage it to work in concert with IoTBnB
including technical details of the LN based framework that was developed within the project. Chapter 3
reviews the integration of the framework within the bIoTope ecosystem illustrated using an example case.
Chapter 4 finishes the deliverable with a conclusion.
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2. The Lightning Network-based billing framework
In this chapter, we first briefly go over the Lightning Network (LN, [5]) to answer following questions: (i) What
is it? and (ii) Why is it useful in the context of bIoTope.

2.1. A recap of the Lightning Network
This section gives a high-level overview of the LN. For more information, the reader can consult either v1 of
the present deliverable [1], or the blog in [6], or original LN paper [5].

2.1.1. The crypto-currency scalability problem
Highly-distributed cryptocurrencies have seen a surge in interest in the last few years, since their inception via
the publication of Satoshi Nakamoto’s celebrated Bitcoin white paper [7]. Indeed, more than 1500 different
“coins” exist now, with wildly-varying degrees of success, at least in terms of market capitalization [8].

Figure 2-1: The Bitcoin network. Each node (blue disk) in the network holds a copy of the blockchain (gold squares)
as it progresses. Nodes may or may not be miners, which validate - using a proof-of-work protocol – new blocks of
transactions, and broadcast these blocks to the entire network to keep it globally up-to-date.

Despite this, Bitcoin (see Figure 2-1) remains the most popular such currency, and so naturally research has
turned to finding ways to eliminate, or at least circumvent, its most obvious flaw: a lack of scalability in
transaction throughput and latency1. The Lightning Network [5] aims to tackle this challenge by creating an
overlay network of so-called payment channels above the base Bitcoin network (see Figure 2-2). Transactions
in these channels are real Bitcoin transactions, but they remain off-chain.
In a nutshell, while a standard Bitcoin transaction takes on average one hour to be safely considered as
confirmed, an off-chain payment within a carefully setup payment channel is only tributary to communication
latency and bandwidth, as remaining off-chain means no mining is involved in transaction validation.
Therefore, LN payments are nearly instantaneously confirmed, many more can be processed per second and
mining-induced transaction fees are greatly diminished.

1

Scalability in other directions can be considered, e.g. energy consumption and bootstrapping time, but these are external to our
purpose here.
© 688203 bIoTope Project Partners
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Figure 2-2: Lightning Network channels between nodes. In red, nodes are connected using off-chain payment
channels to increase transaction throughput and validation speed only within those channels.

2.1.2. Opening, closing and chaining payment channels
However, given that LN is built above it, Bitcoin’s drawbacks cannot be completely avoided. Indeed, LN still
needs to push transactions to the blockchain to open and close payment channels. The opening of a channel
basically establishes an initial balance between two nodes. It is this initial balance, which is validated by the
blockchain. Once the channel is open, the two users adjust the balance by sending each other transactions
that are not pushed to the blockchain unless one of the parties decides that it wishes to close the channel. At
that point, the latest transaction is placed in the blockchain for validation, to settle the balance. This latter
operation is what closes the payment channel. Finally, we must note that the opening of a channel locks funds
within that channel, effectively keeping a fraction of currency from being used for other payments until the
channel is closed.
Thus, the two immediate main drawbacks are:
1) that opening and closing channels are slow operations – in the sense that they are affected by
Bitcoin’s inherent lack of scalability – and
2) that a pre-set portion of currency is immovable outside of an open payment channel.
These naturally imply that the straightforward process of opening several channels in order to make fast
payments to multiple other parties quickly becomes infeasible. In order to get around this problem, the LN has
built-in tricks to chain payment channels. The idea is that if one does not have a direct channel to another
node, one can instead use a sequence of existing channels through intermediate nodes to send a payment
through (see Figure 2-3).

Figure 2-3: Chaining payment channels. Two adjacent payment channels (in red in all three diagrams) effectively
yield a third payment channel (dotted purple) in between the top-far-left and top-far-right node.

2.1.3. Security of funds, both locked and transiting
We end this brief overview by mentioning some of the fundamental security issues that are dealt within the
system, namely in terms of the safety of funds. The two most glaring issues are related to trust in the other
users of the system:
© 688203 bIoTope Project Partners
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•

If funds are locked up in a payment but the other party ceases to cooperate or simply becomes
unresponsive, there are provisions in the system to allow the remaining party to recover its money.

•

If funds are transiting through a third-party node serving as a payment intermediary in a chain of
channels, this third party cannot steal the money or block it. This is achieved using Hashed Time Locked
Contracts (HTLCs, see [6]). In essence, third party intermediaries do not need to be trusted in any way
with respect to the payment completion.

2.2. High-level overview of IoTBnB-LN interaction
In this section, we describe how the LN has the potential to benefit IoTBnB and go over the high-level
architecture of the combined system.

2.2.1. Micro-transactions enabled
The combination of speed, latency and transaction-fee properties makes LN payments ideal for micro-billing,
which is essential to be able to individually monetize small units of data or API calls in an IoT data marketplace
such as IoTBnB. In addition, it has always been a goal in bIoTope to follow a Peer-to-Peer (P2P) philosophy.
Therefore, examining a scalable, decentralized crypto-currency makes sense, at least as a proof of concept.
While other solutions for crypto-currency scaling exist, we had estimated during the first half of 2016 that the
LN was the best suited for IoTBnB prototyping. We refer to v1 of the present deliverable [1] for a detailed
account of this study. We note that at the time of writing, four organizations (Blockstream2, Lightning Labs3,
MIT-DCI Labs4 and ACINQ5) are concurrently developing the LN, and developments are reasonably promising.
Indeed, there are over 1700 nodes running LN over the Bitcoin test-net, and even more surprisingly, there are
over 500 nodes running it over the main-net [9], although this is ill-advised by developers, since the code is
not even beta-grade yet. Current testing is focused on making sure that the LN implementations are
compatible with each other [10].

2.2.2. Technical detail of the BaaS implementation

Figure 2-4: Internal infrastructure of the BaaS component.

2

Blockstream: https://blockstream.com
Lightning Labs: https://lightning.engineering
4
MIT Digitial Currency Initiative: http://dci.mit.edu
5
ACINQ - A Bitcoin Technology Company: https://acinq.co
3
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As presented in Figure 2-4, the BaaS component is composed of different elements:
•

A Bitcoin node: this node is directly connected to the Bitcoin network. This node is basically the
implementation of Bitcoin Core that builds the backbone of the network. It downloads and by default,
stores the entire history of Bitcoin transactions and handles the transactions that are required to be
validated on the blockchain. All the value in the LN wallet6 is funded and settled on the blockchain is
handled by this node.

•

an LN node: this node is directly connected to the LN. It is a full implementation Lightning Network
that manages the opening and closing channels with other peers, generations of invoice tokens,
payments towards other users within the LN and validating payment of tokens by providing payment
hash.

•

A web service: this module accepts and forwards calls being made towards the LN node including
payment, token request and hash verification.

•

A BaaS UI: this is a front-end website that allows users to interact efficiently with the complete
backend and execute operations such as making or cancelling a payment.

One of the most important part of the BaaS development is related to the APIs, that are necessary for the
communication i) between the web service and the LN node (referred as Backend API in Figure 2-4) or ii) with
the BaaS itself (cf. API or WebUI in Figure 2-4).
Backend API.
The backend APIs are summarized in Table 2-1. Let us note that all the API calls accept/return data in the
standard JSON format. Each of the API call must be authenticated by using the basic HTTP authentication
header. In these headers, the `api-token` is used as the authentication token, which is created as combination
of username and password on the backend service. The backend service, when hosted at a publically available
server can receive API calls to its base URL of the format `https://api-token:<SecretToken>@URL/CALL` where
the <SecretToken> is the authentication token, URL is the publically reachable IP or web address and CALL is
the API call. Examples of these API calls can be found in Annex 1: API Call examples.
API Call

HTTP method

Input

Output

Status

/info

GET

-

Status and info about the
LN node

/invoice

POST

price & metadata (user’s wallet
& IoT data/services)

A new invoice token

/newaddr

GET

-

A new lightning wallet
address.

/pay

POST

Invoice token

Accepted
payment

/listinvoice

GET

Invoice token

Status about the invoice
token

or

rejected

Table 2-1: List of the backend APIs.

Let us note that:

6

A wallet is, in principle, just a private key that establishes the ownership of the Bitcoin balance within the
network, and is used to sign (and by extension validate) new transactions. An LN wallet is similar, in that it
maps to the Lightning Network balance and is used to identify the parties in the channel.
© 688203 bIoTope Project Partners
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•

•
•

the ‘/info’ API provides the following information - that can be useful for the self-management of the
BaaS component -:
- ID: Public key of the node
- Port: Port address on which the node is accepting incoming connections and RPC calls
- Address: Information about the publically reachable address (IPv4 or IPv6 & port)
- Version: Version of the LN implementation
- Blockheight: Current `height` of the blockchain
- Network: on which is the LN is functional. Can be `testnet`, `mainnet` or `simnet/regtset`
In the ‘/invoice’ API, the price is currently given in msatoshi that is a sub-division of the Bitcoin (BTC).
No difference will be made between msatoshi &BTC from IoTBnB perspective.
When calling the ‘/pay’ and the ‘/listinvoice’ APIs, we do not need to provide information about the
price, the number of API calls and the expected IoT data/service since all of these information is
embedded within the invoice token.

API for the webUI.
The APIs for the webUI are summarized in Table 2-2. Those APIs are (expected) to be available at the following
URL in near future: https://baasui.sghatpande.eu/
API

HTTP method

Input

Output

POST

Invoice token & IoT
data/services

Status of the successful
storing of the input
parameters

/payment/verify POST

Invoice token & IoT
data/services

HTTP code: 200 =
accepted payment or 404
= rejected payment

/verifyHash

POST

Hash Token & IoT
data/services

Status successful if valid
token

/refresh

POST

Hash Token

New hash token
successful payment

/payment/pay

Status

on

Table 2-2: List of the APIs for the WebUI (or external calls).

Let us note that:
• the input parameters of each API are directly embedded into the URL. The API will be therefore
respectively be called in the following manner: /payment/pay?token=<TOKEN>&service={list-ofservices} (where <TOKEN> and {list-of-services} are the input parameters),
/payment/verify?token=<TOKEN>&service={list-of-service},
/payment/verifyHash?hash=<HASH>&service={list-of-service} and /refresh?hash=<HASH>
• two kind of token is used in those APIs: an invoice token and a hash token. Invoice token is the one
defined as <TOKEN> in the API call table and is generated using backend-API while the other Hash
token is the proof of payment against a particular invoice token.
•

the list of services is provided as a string where each service is separated by a comma.

2.2.3. Long-term vision of the BaaS within the bIoTope ecosystem: a network of payment
hubs
LN was initially imagined as being a completely P2P system. However, for IoTBnB we expect it to take more
the form of a large network of decentralized payment hubs. (Some think this is likely to occur for LN in general,
e.g. [11], starting with crypto-currency exchanges acting as hubs.) The reason for this is rooted in the
© 688203 bIoTope Project Partners
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observations already made earlier: opening and closing channels takes time, and it is impractical to have to
lock up funds for extended periods. Thus, dedicated payment hubs will be set up for the main purpose of
ensuring payment connectivity for IoTBnB end-users. This set of payment hubs will be the core of the Billingas-a-Service prototype.
The payment hubs will dedicate a portion of their funds to be locked up in payment channels that are almost
always open. These payment channels will be opened mostly with other payment hubs (see Figure 2-5). Each
hub will manage a certain number of end-users who either connect to it using a private LN wallet or by having
the hub directly manage a certain amount of currency in the user’s name.

Figure 2-5: BaaS payment hubs. The blue disks are LN end users. The red disks represent BaaS payment hubs to ensure
enough payment connectivity to keep IoTBnB end-users from having to open channels.

How the LN interacts with IoTBnB in the long term will depend a bit on the hubs’ internal architecture, and
how they interact with the end users. The hubs need to have LN wallets, but users may not need to. What the
users will need to have are IoTBnB wallets.
There are two main different ways to organise a payment hub’s interaction with the user. An IoTBnB wallet can be
can be a LN wallet (which can even be created at IoTBnB subscription for instance, see

Figure 2-6) or simply a funded account registered at a payment hub. We discuss the options below.

Figure 2-6: IoTBnB and the LN-based BaaS. The blue disk is an IoTBnB user. Users will have to either own their own LN
wallet (the isolated blue disk), or create one via IoTBnB in order to first connect to a payment hub with one open
channel.
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A user has its own LN wallet that connects to the hub’s.
A user’s IoTBnB wallet is an LN wallet that is either already owned independently of IoTBnB, or that IoTBnB
asks it to generate at registration time.
The user becomes the owner of a LN wallet which it needs to fund and manage. This is the user’s IoTBnB
wallet. The user will have to fund a payment channel to the most appropriate payment hub (as suggested by
IoTBnB, depending on e.g. the user’s location).
•

•

Pros:
-

The payment hub is not trusted. It really acts like an intermediary in LN, which is in line with
both the LN and bIoTope philosophies.

-

Users already owning LN wallets can easily connect it to the IoTBnB hub.

Cons:
-

The user needs to create and manage a LN wallet. This can be made mandatory by IoTBnB,
and as seamless as possible. The user still needs to fund its wallet but retains control of its
funds.

A user asks the hub to allocate to it a portion of the hub’s LN wallet funds.
From the point of view of the LN network, the hub is the one making payments. Users that sign up to BaaS pay
this hub (in a classical way, e.g. via Paypal) to allocate funds in their name to it. A user’s IoTBnB wallet is just
a chunk of the payment hub’s Bitcoin funds in its own wallet. This allocation need not be a micropayment; it
is analogous to funding a payment channel. The hub keeps track of different users’ payments over the LN.
•

•

Pros:
-

Users don’t need to own or manage a LN account.

-

Users can pay the hub in any currency, with a classical payment method.

-

Users already owning LN wallets can easily connect to the payment hub anyway.

Cons:
-

The hub becomes a local bank. It now is trusted with actual money, at least that of those users
that choose not to have their own LN wallet. Users have to trust it completely. This defeats
somewhat the purpose of the LN and Bitcoin to begin with.

The former of the two proposals is more appealing as it remains closer in spirit to the original LN design and
purpose. However, nothing prohibits a hub from incorporating both designs.
Business perspectives and incentives to become a payment hub.
From a business point of view, the main opportunity for BaaS will be for hubs to collect LN transaction fees.
These fees will necessarily exist because payment hubs need incentive to keep the funds they have locked up
in multiple payment channels. Logically, the more intermediaries there are in a given chain, the higher the
fees will be. However, this is not necessarily a reason to think users will shun longer payment paths. Indeed,
since LN as it is being currently rolled out uses onion routing, more intermediate nodes means more privacy.
It is worth noting that bIoTope is not the only project to envisage trying to build a business case for LN around
the IoT (see e.g. [12]). However, it appears to be one of the first, so pushing for the concept to take flight is
worthwhile.
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3. Integration of the Lightning network to IoTBnB
As shown in Figure 3-1, the integration of the BaaS within the bIoTope ecosystem consists of two different
sub-parts: first, there is the integration of BaaS with IoTBnB and then there is the integration of a new billing
module into the O-MI node (specifically developed as an additional module). The first part enables a buyer to
pay for getting access to the data/services, and the second part enables the payment verification when the
buyer sends his/her O-MI request to the O-MI node.

Figure 3-1: Integration of the BaaS with IoTBnB and O-MI node.

To better understand the interactions between BaaS, IoTBnB and the O-MI node, a common realistic scenario
is defined as follows. A user searches for parking-related information in Brussels (and is particularly interested
in data with a low price and a high reputation), pays for one data/service (among others) and will access this
data/service. The two former steps are done on the marketplace (detailed in Section 3.1), and the latter by
sending an O-MI request to the O-MI node publishing the paid information in a peer-to-peer manner
(explained in Section 3.2).

3.1. Integration at the marketplace/service catalogue level: interaction with IoTBnB
According to the aforementioned scenario, the user needs to visit the IoTBnB website (available at the
following URL: http://iotbnb.jeremy-robert.fr). He will land on the homepage shown in Figure 3-2.
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Figure 3-2: IoTBnB homepage.

Then, the user logs in on IoTBnB by using his/her social network account checked by the external
authentication service Auth0 (see D3.3 Context-Sensitive Security, Privacy Management, Adaptation
Framework v1 [13]) as shown in Figure 3-3.

Figure 3-3: Authentication step by using the Auth0 service.

Then the consumer searches for the data they are interested in, i.e. the parking facilities in Brussels, as shown
in Figure 3-4. Based e.g. on the lowest price and/or the provider’s good reputation rating for the node’s data,
the consumer adds the item to his/her cart (Figure 3-5) and proceed towards checkout (Figure 3-6).
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Figure 3-4: Search for Parking Facilities in Brussels.

Figure 3-5: Add the best service to the cart.

Figure 3-6: Checkout page.
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Once the user has confirmed the contents of the cart (by clicking on ‘Buy Data’), he/she needs to proceed to
the payment as mentioned in the following page (Figure 3-7).

Figure 3-7: Billing-as-a-service access from IoTBnB.

Upon confirmation of being ready to pay (by clicking on the button ‘Go to payment website’), IoTBnB requests
the invoice token from the BaaS component by calling its ‘/invoice’ API - as defined in the previous section –
by providing the user’s LN wallet address and the selected service (in this example, the user chooses the
service Objects/ParkingFacilitiesBrussels/75496896-CC7B-463A-96B7-B9868E78EC5B/capacity). Let us note
that IoTBnB will retrieve the full URL (here, http://127.0.0.1:8083/Objects/Park…) by requesting its index and
storage platform. IoTBnB then forwards the user towards the BaaS UI with this (invoice) token to proceed with
the payment (Figure 3-9).
At this stage, we assume that the buyer has already provided his/her LN wallet address on the profile page
(Figure 3-8). If not, the user can fill out the field or create a new wallet by clicking on ‘Create Wallet’. In the
latter case, IoTBnB will send a request to the BaaS by using the ‘/newaddr’ API.

Figure 3-8: Profile / Wallet information.

Figure 3-9: BaaS UI – payment requested.

As shown in Figure 3-9, the user can check his/her wallet balance (here, 2500 Satoshi/BTC) and the balance
after proceeding with the payment (here, 2499 Satoshis/BTC). On confirmation of payment, the UI requests
the user to close the UI window as shown in Figure 3-10.
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Figure 3-10: BaaS UI – payment accepted.

Back on IoTBnB, a request will be sent to the BaaS for verifying the payment by using the ‘/verify’ API (see
Table 2-2) of the BaaS component. If the payment has been successfully executed, IoTBnB will receive the
hash token that will be required by the O-MI node for getting access to the data (explained in the next
subsection) and will confirm the acceptance of the payment to the user (Figure 3-11).

Figure 3-11: Payment confirmed from IoTBnB.

The user is finally forwarded into his/her dashboard displaying all the data/services that were purchased along
with its payment hash token as shown in Figure 3-12. This payment hash token is what the user needs to use
in order to access the purchased data.

Figure 3-12: User dashboard on IoTBnB.

3.2. Integration at the IoT gateway level: interaction with the new O-MI billing module
Let us now assume that the user has paid for the first access of the service displayed in his dashboard, i.e.
Objects/ParkingFacilitiesBrussels/75496896-CC7B-463A-96B7-B9868E78EC5B/capacity, that is available on
the node URL http://127.0.0.1:8083. To be able to access data/service, the user needs to send an O-MI/O-DF
request to this node. To do so, he/she can use either Node-red, or any URL request tool (such as curl, postman,
…) or directly integrate it into his/her own application code.
We already assumed in this scenario that the seller (and owner of the O-MI node http://127.0.0.1:8083) has
already installed the O-MI billing module - which is a prerequisite for IoTBnB to be able to set a price on
data/services (theoretically, since the API is not yet implemented on the indexing and storage component
used by IoTBnB) - and filled out the information demanded by IoTBnB as shown in Figure 3-13. Let us note
that the billing module is available for download on this page (along with information for deploying it quickly).
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Figure 3-13: Seller dashboard for providing O-MI server information.

For the purpose of the demo, the user just used the following curl command in a terminal:

curl -H "Content-Type: text/xml" -H 'Authorization: Bearer lBmK8DdCB9dgzqfYLiRIkFx7' XPOST 'http://127.0.0.1:8083/' -d '<omiEnvelope
xmlns="http://www.opengroup.org/xsd/omi/1.0/" version="1.0" ttl="0"><read
msgformat="odf"><msg><Objects
xmlns="http://www.opengroup.org/xsd/odf/1.0/"><Object><id>ParkingFacilitiesBrussels</id><O
bject><id>75496896-CC7B-463A-96B7-B9868E78EC5B</id><InfoItem
name="capacity"/></Object></Object></Objects></msg></read></omiEnvelope>'
It can be noticed that:
•

The payment hash token is embedded within the HTTP header (as the ‘Authorization: Bearer’
parameter in green in the above command);

•

The request is sent to the ‘node URL’ (here, in orange, http://127.0.0.1:8083 as shown in Figure 3-12);

•

The payload of the HTTP request is the translation of the ‘Purchased IoT data/service’ shown in Figure
3-12 into an XML-based O-MI/O-DF structure (see in red in the above command). Let us note that in
this specific case, the user wants to read one time the data/service (defined in the O-MI envelope in
the request).

As shown in Figure 3-14, this request will be managed at the O-MI gateway level in the following manner: The
main interface (on port 8083 of the node at 127.0.0.1) forwards the request to the ‘checking payment’ microservice (denoted by circle 1 in Figure 3-14) of the additional O-MI billing module. This micro-service calls the
‘/verifyHash’ (see Table 2-2) API of the BaaS component to verify that the (hash) token is valid (meaning that
the payment is accepted for the service requested by the user). If the payment is accepted, the micro-service
will forward the response to the O-MI node reference implementation (denoted by circle 2 in Figure 3-14), so
that the user will receive the O-MI response containing his/her requested data as shown in Figure 3-15).
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Figure 3-14: Billing module in the O-MI node and its interactions with BaaS.

<omiEnvelope ttl="10" version="1.0" xmlns="http://www.opengroup.org/xsd/omi/1.0/">
<response>
<result msgformat="odf">
<return returnCode="200">
</return>
<msg>
<Objects xmlns="http://www.opengroup.org/xsd/odf/1.0/">
<Object>
<id>ParkingFacilitiesBrussels</id>
<Object>
<id>75496896-CC7B-463A-96B7-B9868E78EC5B</id>
<InfoItem name="capacity">
<value unixTime="1520583287" type="xs:double" dateTime="2018-0309T09:14:47.682+01:00">311</value>
</InfoItem>
</Object>
</Object>
</Objects>
</msg>
</result>
</response>
</omiEnvelope>
Figure 3-15: O-MI Response for the requested service ‘Objects/ParkingFacilitiesBrussels/75496896-CC7B-463A96B7-B9868E78EC5B/capacity’ on the node http://127.0.0.1:8083.

In the BaaS UI, we maintain a database that consists of invoice tokens, services, the hash and a count of API
calls, which are used as a means to determine the number of times a user can use the token for accessing the
data/service.
In principle, the hash token is valid for only one-time use by the user; if the same token is used the second
time, then the BaaS component invokes the ‘/invoice’ API by providing the same information that was
originally associated with the used hash and makes another payment for the newly created invoice. The
resulting hash is then sent back to the user to access the data/service one additional time. This allows the user
the freedom to make micropayments only for the required number of times.
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4. Conclusion
In this deliverable, we have recapped how the decentralized crypto-currency Bitcoin can be used, via the newly
scalable payment technology known as the Lightning Network, within the IoTBnB service marketplace, and
exposed the current state of concrete integration of both systems. Since the Lightning Network is a promising
decentralized micro-payment technology, accommodating it in the bIoTope ecosystem, and more specifically
in the IoTBnB marketplace, makes sense. As far as we know, bIoTope is one of the first to suggest using it for
an IoT data marketplace, meaning that bIoTope stakeholders may be in a unique position to profit for the
potential business models that can arise from it. These have yet to emerge even for the Lightning Network
itself, so monitoring and even participating in these developments will be important for the months ahead.
The most immediate business opportunity is to run a payment hub for LN payments, in order for users to easily
pay each other without locking up funds in pairwise-established channels. Furthermore, even though it was
not envisaged to use it outside of IoTBnB for time being, it could very well be that the LN could be used to pay
for actual goods and services downstream of IoTBnB. This would first require a more widespread adoption of
Bitcoin as a payment method and the LN as a confirmed method of scaling Bitcoin payments.
We conclude the deliverable by demonstrating a proof-of-concept that was developed within the safe microbilling framework. This PoC illustrates a complete workflow in bIoTope ecosystem that takes advantage of the
BaaS components to demonstrate the integration achievements within the project.
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6. Annex 1: API Call examples
6.1. API Calls for the BaaS backend
All the examples here are based on the URL where we have hosted the backened (https://baas.sghatpande.eu)
and using the API token: MJvhZiYQGrlu87TfBBSBi3EfU1y5KctP. In short our URL for these examples will be
`https://api-token:MJvhZiYQGrlu87TfBBSBi3EfU1y5KctP@baas.sghatpande.eu`
1. GET /info
``` $ curl $URL/info
{
"id": "02f1c79f20eb1e189fee5d9b9677bc4812625d451acc2fcce5d411cb21ed15787e",
"port": 9735,
"address": [
{
"type": "ipv4",
"address": " ",
"port": 9735
}
],
"version": "v0.5.2-2016-11-21-1764-gbbdab02",
"blockheight": 1287336,
"network": "testnet"
}
```
2. GET /newaddr
``` $ curl $WEB/newaddr
{
"address": "2MwxXpzFsDASSHJ8KH1TEiUmSCPfj4JJJTA"
}
3. POST /invoice
``` $ curl -X POST $WEB/invoice -d msatoshi=1000 -d metadata[service_id]=12
{
"id": "HsCFpo~UhDqqZ2mhtMJpw",
"msatoshi": "10000",
"rhash": "4aa0135ae40bb831aa75dcf500f865e53c35e16fa49cc3515a989c79cd908e6d",
"payreq":
"lntb100n1pdfu65wpp5f2spxkhypwurr2n4mn6sp7r9u57rtct05jwvx526nzw8nnvs3eksdp8f35kw6r5d
e5kueeqgd5xzun8v5syjmnkda5kxegcqpxefdlykl3qgs7s36w2aqzvfwdrgv7svqkcjfraac2cmuskr6kxnr5e
auv2gxl5c60jv0cj245rtk58ngjulyqkp5wugs0duyp56qrq3sp8ranqu",
"expires_at": 1520335006,
"created_at": 1520331406,
"metadata": {
"service-id": "12"
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},
"completed": false,
"status": "unpaid"
}
```
4. POST /pay
``` $ curl -X POST $URL/pay
lntb100n1pdfu65wpp5f2spxkhypwurr2n4mn6sp7r9u57rtct05jwvx526nzw8nnvs3eksdp8f35kw6r5de
5kueeqgd5xzun8v5syjmnkda5kxegcqpxefdlykl3qgs7s36w2aqzvfwdrgv7svqkcjfraac2cmuskr6kxnr5ea
uv2gxl5c60jv0cj245rtk58ngjulyqkp5wugs0duyp56qrq3sp8ranqu
{
"id": "HsCFpo~UhDqqZ2mhtMJpw",
"msatoshi": "10000",
‘’payhash’’: ‘’eTmtMK1kOOx7D6pJlqf4XH3h ‘’
"completed": true,
"paid at": 1520321104
"status": "paid"
}
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